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Italian investors increase appetite for real estate  

27 September 2012, Milan – Italian institutional investors are set 

to increase their commitments to real estate from 6.9% to 7.5%. Half of 

these investments are expected to be allocated indirectly with potentially 

€10.7 billion of new investments going to non-listed real estate funds, 

according to new research by the European Association for Investors in Non-

listed Real Estate Vehicles (INREV). 

The Investor Universe Italy Survey 2012, says total real estate investments 

amount to around €38.5 billion or 6.9% of the total investable universe in 

Italy.   Investors see real estate as offering important diversification benefits 

in a multi-asset portfolio.  It also offers low volatility compared to other asset 

classes, especially at a time of financial uncertainty.     

While most investment in real estate is still held directly, the Survey 

highlights the growing appeal of the non-listed sector because of its 

particular benefits in terms of diversification and access to specialist 

management expertise.   Indirect real estate investment in Italy is estimated 

to be worth €13.2 billion or 34.4% of total real estate allocation. The vast 

majority of these investments are made through non-listed funds. 

“We’re seeing the coming of age of real estate as an asset class in Italy.  

Investors are clear about its advantages overall and particularly focused on 

the quality of fund managers and the underlying assets when it comes to the 

non-listed sector,” said Casper Hesp, Director Research and Information, 

INREV. 
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Investor type and preferences 

The Survey indicates that insurance companies and private pension 

foundations dominate the real estate universe. Insurance companies alone 

hold around €19 billion in real estate accounting for almost 50% of 

investment activity.  Pre-existing pension funds account for €4.5 billon 

(11.7%); private pension funds invest €13.8 billion (35.8%); and bank 

foundations €1.2 billion (3.1%).  

Insurance companies also take the lion’s share of institutional investment in 

non-listed real estate funds accounting for 58.8% of the total.  Private 

pension foundations hold 28%; pre-existing pension funds account for 7.3%; 

and bank foundations 5.5%.  According to the Bank of Italy the total number 

of non-listed real estate funds in 2011 was 303 with a combined value of 

€39.7 billion.   
 
Investors opt for a broad split of fund styles.  All Survey respondents said 

they were invested in core funds.  Value added funds are favoured by 45% 

of investors and 27% invest in opportunity funds. 

 

"This first survey on the Italian non-listed real estate industry is a good 

reflection of investors' preferred real estate strategies.  It's all about taking a 

balanced view and spreading risk," commented Giovanni Paviera, CEO, 

Generali Immobiliare Italia. 

Cross-border comparisons 

At 6.9%, institutional investors in Italy commit comparatively more to real 

estate as a proportion of total investments than several of their peers in 

other European countries.  The UK total is 6.6%, in France it is 5.7% and in 

Germany, 5.4%.   

However, Italian investors retain the highest commitment to the domestic 

market at 99.1%. They are closely followed by their counterparts in France at 

91.9% and those in the UK at 89.3%.   

“Cross-border investment is still limited for Italian investors.  But as the 

market continues to evolve it’s possible that this will change because the 

non-listed real estate funds sector offers investors the best opportunities for 

this type of exposure,” concluded Hesp. 

 
- Ends - 
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For further information please contact:  

Justin St Clair-Charles  - inrevteam@firstlightpr.com 

firstlight public relations: +44 (0) 7769 644 059 

Johlyn Da Prato johlyn.daprato@inrev.org 

INREV: +31 (0) 20 799 3968  

Notes to editors:  

About INREV’s Investor Universe Italy Survey 2012 

The Investor Universe Italy Survey 2012 is the seventh in a series of similar surveys 

commissioned by INREV to estimate the current and potential future scale of the 

European institutional non-listed real estate funds market.  The research was carried 

out for INREV by Professor Giacomo Morri with the cooperation of Assoimmobiliare – 

the Italian real estate association.  The Survey was conducted among 30 investors 

including seven bank foundations, nine insurance companies, seven private pension 

foundations, and seven other pension funds, with combined total assets of €232.6 

billion.  Respondents account for 76% of the total estimated real estate universe in 

Italy.  

  

About INREV 

INREV, the European Association for Investors in Non-listed Real Estate vehicles, was 

launched in May 2003 to act for investors and other participants in the growing non-

listed real estate vehicles sector. The non-profit association is based in Amsterdam, 

the Netherlands. INREV aims to create a forum for the sector and increase the 

transparency and accessibility of non-listed vehicles, to promote professionalism and 

clarify best practice and to share and spread knowledge. INREV currently has 347 

members drawn from leading institutional investors, fund managers, promoters and 

advisors across Europe and elsewhere. 

 

 

 

 


